
Modern Marvel:  Assembly line.  50 minutes 
 

1. Ford. 
Assembly line idea:  work moves to the person. 
Work in motion 
Largest product assembled:  100 seat Boeing Jet.  300 yards, ½” per 
minute.   
Assembly line goal:  speed/quality. 
Key:  interchangeable parts.  
1

st
 assembly line, 1813= pistol 

Took ideas from Cincinnati meat market:  DIS-assembly of meat. 
1850’s conveyors proved important.   
Assembly of ‘cans’ was a breakthrough. 
1896 Ford.  1

st
 car. 

Goal:  lowest Price.  Model T 
1908:  explosive growth.  Could not meet demand. 
1910. Highland park.  1

st
 in sequence. 

Federick Taylor helped Ford 
Break down job into tasks.   
Specialize them = faster. 
1913:  29 workers flywheel magneto. 
The workers hated it! 
Pulled 1

st
 car through his factory with a rope.   

Auto conveyor belt breakthrough. 
728 hours to produce a car down to 90 minutes. 
 
82,000 workers, 1912, $600 car price. 
267,000, 1914, $490 
 
Invested millions in machines. 
Workers hated it! 
Ford dumped high skill and relied on low skill for these very simple tasks. 
‘didn’t require thinking’ 
Turn up the speed 1,1,1 workers complain, -1 
300% turnover in 1913! 
‘Forditice’.  Absenteeism 
14,000 workers.  10% needed or 1400 extra workers to cover the 
absences. 
Ford solution:  double wages.  $5/day.  $340/year 
They could afford to buy the car they make. 
1919. Ford = 1

st
 billionaire. 

River Rouge, Dearborn Michigan.  75,000 workers! 
53000 machines.  30 miles of conveyors. 

Largest factory in the world. 
1928:  car, 4 days to make from 
raw material 
Rough:  first black in skilled 
labour. 
Tough environment:  spit = fired.  
Stop line = fired.  Toilet in trough. 
Box that controlled line speed 
(critical) had 2 keys. One for 
union. 
43% of worlds goods made in 
America. In the 20’s. 
Mass production, needs mass 
consumption.  House assembly 
experiment showed limits to assembly line model. 
Ford.  Black only.  GM = colour and yearly model change in smaller more 
flexible plants. 
1926. 25% market share to gm. 
1927. Ford retooled for the Model A using ¼ billion$.  He had 
gone 19 years with the Model T.  he fired a lot in the transition. 
 

1941. Gov’t demand for war.  Conversion to war time.  
Woman/African Americans brought in. 
 

‘hate’ strikes.  White workers didn’t want women/blacks upgraded.  
90,000 bombers made during war. 

2. Toyota: 

WWII, usa 8x productivity of japan. 
Japan.  No resources.   
1950. Mr. Toyoda spent 3 months with ford. 
Toyota was making 1000 cars /month of mixed variety. 
Labour became Japanese focus.  Use worker’s mind. 
Waste down.  Lean manufacturing. 
Variety 
Small 
All workers inspectors.  Productivity higher. 
Die change.  Hrs vs weeks. 
Kaizen.  Take 10% of workers away. 
Oil crisis.  Detroit didn’t adjust.  Still gas guzzlers. 
Detroit:  qty vs quality. 
1980 japan passes usa on volume. 
1989.  ½ time to produce vs usa. 
 

3. Future: 

Weld/paint by robots.  Health risk, dexterity/precision. 
37% jobs gone due to robots. 
People = flexibility.  No robots. 
E-build now a reality.  Virtual assembly line.  Saves 40% of design cost.  
Recession.  126 countries, 150+ plants 


